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This short Warhammer story was written by Matthew
(aged 7) for his friend Edward (aged 8).
It tells of a mighty battle between the Orks, led by
Gaz Skull (Matthew’s Army) and the Bloodletters, led
by Khorn (Edward’s Army).
This story contains scenes of necessary violence.
You have been warned.
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In the dark of the grim future there is only war.
The Orks were gathered in the Zenos Trench, near the camp of the
Bugworms.

They aimed their heavy guns at the Bugworms and fired.
The Orks knew they were safe from attack because giant hovercraft
flown by Groks were circling the planet Zenos.
And then a blast of plasma come out of the planet releasing
Bloodletters who leapt out to challenge the Orks. At once the Orks
charged at the Bloodletters and the Groks fired their cannons from
above.
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A giant scrap machine called an Ork Killa Kan rumbled into the battle
with its chainsaw arm revving up to kill.

The Killa Kan smashed through the armplates of the Bloodletters and
launched a missile at the captain of the Bloodletters who was called
Khorn. The missile bounced of his armour.
Khorn was infuriated and pulled out a KurseStik and hurled it at the
Killa Kan which exploded, turning four nearby Orks to steaming pulp.
The Orks were enraged and summoned a mighty Gorkanaut which
launched four Heavy Missiles at Khorn and blew him up into blood
which spread all over the Bloodletters, melting them into steaming
plasma.
To celebrate, the Orks had a party and took precautions to
strengthen their gaze and sent Ork Trukks to look for other
Bloodletter portals.
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The Orks’ giant spaceship was evacuating Orks to return them to their
home planet of Grumora.

The spaceship was equipped with massive cannon and the Orks knew
they would be safe.
Fully loaded with the entire Ork Army, the spaceship rose quickly and
set course for Grumora.
On reaching home, the Orks discovered that during their absence a
massive Bloodletter portal had opened up on Grumora to allow millions
of Bloodletters to stream onto their surface of their planet.
As the left the spaceship, the last of the defensive Killa Kans on
Grumora were blown up.
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The furious Orks attacked the Bloodletters and pelted them with
lead, causing the enemy to explode, turning the entire surface of
Grumora to turn red, the colour of Bloodletters’ blood.
Infuriated by this unexpected Bloodletters’ attack, the Orks
clambered back aboard their giant spaceship and set course for
DemonAir, the home planet of the Bloodletters.
Here they were met by thousands of millions of Bloodletters led by
Khorn Himself. Only then did the Orks realise that earlier it had been
Khorn Hologram they had destroyed.

Enraged beyond control at this deception, one angry Ork fired a lead
bullet at Khorn but missed and the bullet lodged in the ear canal of a
nearby Bloodletter causing it to die a gruesome and painful death.
Everything went quiet, nothing moved.
Suddenly the Bloodletters charged, swords scything as they raced at
the Orks who charged back, fearless as ever, firing their machine
guns filling the air with a wall of lead bullets and exterminating the
enemy.
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Due to the huge numbers of Bloodletters the Orks were also
destroyed.
Only Khorn the leader of the Bloodletters and Gaz Skull the War Boss
of the Orks were left standing.

Gaz Skull, swung his Choppa around in a viscous circle and running
forward then rising to his full height he smashed his Choppa down
splitting open the skull of Khorn Himself.
As the Choppa swung towards his head, Khorn, in a final act of revenge,
stabbed Gaz Skull with his plasma dagger, piercing his lungs.
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Gaz Skull immediately burst into smoke and blood.
Khorn the dying Bloodletter king, still with the Choppa embedded in
his skull, crawled forward to grasp the banner of the Bloodletters and
stabbed it into hillside next to the banner of the Orks.
The battle was over.
It would be thousands of years before they would again rise to
become pests again.
The End.
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Here is a list of other stories for boys and girls written by John
Bonthron.
To access them on ask your parent or adult responsible for you
to visit: www.thebuzzinbee.co.uk. All stories are free for
personal use.
The Terror of Braemar
The Fox of Bannockburn
The MuriPueriTrium (The Three Boys of the Wall)
The Indian Hill Adventure
Theo’s Big Secret
Ethan and Giant Crabs
Korban the Krokka
Dominic the Donkey
Matthew and The Cake Pirates
Doodle and the Dolphins
And many, many more. . . .
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